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Introduction
The paper as a whole yielded a wide range of responses, with different questions
challenging different candidates. All points on the mark scheme were seen. Candidates
found the multiple choice questions less challenging, especially 5a, where almost
all candidates selected the correct response. It was very apparent that the majority of
marks were being lost for one of two reasons. Candidates are not identifying the question
command words correctly, especially when two are used in one question. Secondly, answers
are not being applied to the context of the question. Both of these problems have been
highlighted throughout this report.
Insufficient time to complete the paper was a concern raised by some centres. After
undertaking a comparison of the word count of the Summer 2011 and Summer 2012
papers, reading time did not seem to be an issue. There was also no evidence of an
unusual amount of blank spaces on the question paper to suggest that candidates did not
have sufficient time to complete the paper. However, in the light of candidates’ responses
seen during the marking, it was judged that the 2012 paper required slightly more thinking
time, given the nature of the data used for some of the questions. The mark scheme was
reviewed at the standardisation meeting to take account of this to ensure that candidates
were not disadvantaged.
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Question 1 (a)
This question was poorly answered as many candidates simply repeated the information
that had been given in the stem of the question. Many candidates told us what the anemone
was doing or what was happening to it, rather than describing its actual role. A number of
candidates thought that the sea anemone was a plant, despite being told that it feeds on
small invertebrates!

Examiner Comments

This is a good answer. The candidate clearly knows that niche
refers to the role of the organism and that it's role is to keep
down the population of its prey or to be a source of food.

Examiner Tip

Try not to repeat the information that is given in the stem
of the question - you need to use it to answer the question.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example where the candidate has repeated the
information given in the question. They are told that the
anemone feeds on small invertebrates and that it is eaten by
predators. This only describes what the sea anemone does /
what happens to it - not what its role is.

Examiner Comments

A number of candidates thought like this
candidate, that niche means position.

Examiner Tip

Learn your definitions very accurately.
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Question 1 (b)
Some good attempts were made at this question, but some candidates had clearly seen
last year's 6BIO5 question on sea slugs, as there were a number of responses relating to
habituation. This did not prevent the mark scheme being applied and marks being awarded
where appropriate.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of some of the very good responses
that we did see in answer to this question.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

This candidate has attempted this
question, but only repeated the same
comment in different ways.
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When there are two command words you must tailor
your answer to meet both requirements. Use the
marks available for the question to help you decide
how many points to make; you will not get 3 marks
for making the same point several times.

Question 1 (c) (ii)
Candidates frequently picked up either one or two marks for describing the effects of the
abiotic factors. These descriptions were frequently extensive. Fewer candidates scored mark
points 3, 4 or 5 as they did not suggest an explanation for their descriptions.

Examiner Comments

This is a typical response seen for this
question; both description marks were
awarded, but no explanation is offered.

Examiner Tip

If there are two command words, then the
response must address both of them to access full
marks. Very rarely can full marks be accessed if
the whole question is not attempted.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

This is a very confusing response. At the very
end it becomes evident that this candidate
thought that a sea anemone was a plant;
this was not uncommon.

Read the question very carefully. All
information given in the question has
been included to help you; do not simply
jump to the actual question itself.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

This is an example of a good response,
where both description marks were awarded
and one explanation mark.
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Use the mark allocation to help you with your
response. With two command words, two abiotic
factors and three marks available the chances are,
there is a description mark for each factor and then
at least one explanation. If there is only one mark
for each description, you do not need to write pages.

Question 1 (c) (iii)
The key word in this question was 'data'. Many candidates misinterpreted the question and
either repeated what they had written in part (ii) or described further investigations that
could be performed.

Examiner Comments

Although this candidate had the right idea
of plotting a graph, they failed to state what
data would be plotted and as a result could
not be awarded mark point 1.

Examiner Tip

Always state the independent and dependent
variables that you are plotting on a graph.
This advice also applies to questions where we
ask you to describe investigations.

Examiner Comments

This response illustrates the last point; the candidate has told
us that both abiotics are going to be plotted against distribution.
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Examiner Comments

This is a typical response made by candidates who had
misinterpreted the question and repeated what they
should have answered in part (ii).
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Question 2 (b)
This question is another example where candidates need to use the mark allocation to
help them to decide what is required. Only making one suggestion, even if it is written in
three different ways, is only going to score one mark. In addition, the information given in
the stem of the question was not read carefully enough as a number of candidates did not
realise that the bacteria that they were being asked about were the resident bacteria that
produce the cellulase.

Examiner Comments

This response is typical of the better answers seen. The
vast majority of candidates identified that the stomach
has a very low pH. Low oxygen levels or possibly different
temperature range were fairly common suggestions.
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Question 2 (c) (i)
This calculation caused lots of problems, as did identifying the correct units.

Examiner Comments

This was the calculation frequently seen.
No units were suggested.

Examiner Tip

Always check to see if we have given you
the units. If there are no units shown at the
end of your answer line when there should
be, you need to state them.
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Examiner Comments

The calculation did get worked out correctly by a number of
candidates, but even the better candidates did not offer units.

Examiner Comments

As there was a separate mark for the units, this mark
could be awarded even if the calculation was incorrect.
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Question 2 (c) (ii)
Most candidates can give an account of the causes of global warming, but many are still not
using the correct wording for marks to be awarded. A number of candidates talked about
the sunlight being absorbed or trapped and simply referred to the earth warming up and not
the earth's surface or atmosphere.
Some candidates just gave an account of global warming, without applying their knowledge
to the context of the question but marks could still be awarded where appropriate.
This was a QWC question and although, there were very few poorly spelt words, the most
frequently misspelt word was gases (misspelt as gasses). Candidates can still score full
marks with a misspelling provided they have given five other correct points.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a very good, concise answer
that was not infrequently seen.
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Examiner Comments

Another good answer. Formulae can be used instead of
the names of chemicals, but they must be correct.

Examiner Tip

Unless you are absolutely certain that you are
using the correct formula, DO NOT USE THEM. It
may save you some time but will be false economy
if you cannot be awarded the marks as they are
not completely correct.
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Question 3 (a)
This question was reasonably well-answered but many candidates simply wrote everything
they knew about succession from bare rock, instead of giving their account in the context of
the forest.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of one of the better answers that we saw;
the description has been written in the context of the question.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a typical response that was
seen frequently. Although the response has not
been entirely written in the context of the question,
the candidate could still score well.

Examiner Tip

At A2 in particular, answers must be applied to
the context of the question.
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Question 3 (b) (i)
Candidates who read the question carefully and identified what was required scored all three
marks very easily. The majority of candidates selected light intensity as an abiotic factor,
although responses about pH, minerals and water availability were also seen. The mark
scheme accommodated for any appropriate abiotic factor. A small number of candidates
wrote about a biotic factor and could only access mark point 2.

Examiner Comments

This response is typical of ones written about light intensity. Comments
on abundance as well as distribution were credited.
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Examiner Comments

This response identifies pH as the abiotic factor. We expected
some comment on enzymes to award the third mark point.

Examiner Comments

This response did discuss enzyme activity in relation to pH
so scored the third mark that the previous response did not.
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Examiner Comments

For the third mark in the context of temperature we
again expected a comment about enzyme activity.

Examiner Tip

This response would answer a question worded: Name
one abiotic factor and suggest what effect it has on the
distribution of the low growing plants (2). The clues are
the key word 'how' and the mark allocation (3).
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Question 3 (b) (ii)
We saw extensive accounts of speciation for this question, often not written in the context
of the question. Candidates had clearly seen our January paper as there were frequent
references to water separating the butterflies. Candidates could still access most of the
marks even if they had written about speciation. However, any reference to 'fertile offspring'
negated the first mark point.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a fairly typical response. The candidate was awarded
mark point 2 only. Mark point 1 was not awarded because of the reference
to fertile offspring. Mark point 5 was not awarded as there is no indication
that the alleles or mutations would be different in each population.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has a far better
understanding of the term
reproductively-isolated populations.

Examiner Tip

Read through your specification and list
all the biological terms so that you can
write yourself a glossary of terms.
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Question 3 (b) (iii)
This question did not cause too many problems except to candidates who thought that B.
selene were a species of plant!

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a fairly typical response.

Examiner Comments

This response would have been very good
if B. selene was a plant. Fortunately this
misunderstanding was not too common.
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Examiner Tip

Read ALL the information given in the question.
The information is there to help you answer the
question, so it must all be read and used.

Question 4 (b) (i)
This two mark question caused majority of candidates problems. The most frequent
suggestion seen was the idea of being able to control the levels of carbon dioxide in the
solution. A surprisingly high number of candidates suggested that the cells could be put
under a microscope and the levels of RuBP and GP observed!

Question 4 (b) (ii)
This was another poorly answered question, although many candidates did score marking
point 2 for stating that high light intensity would eliminate light intensity from being a
limiting factor. A high proportion of candidates simply talked about light being needed for
photosynthesis, lacking the deepth of response expected at A2 level.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

Some candidates did manage to answer
this question in detail and scored 3 marks.

Think about the detail that you have been
taught at A2 and remember to include it in your
answers. Simply writing facts that you knew at
GCSE will not score you many marks.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

This is another good example of some of
the clear responses that we did see.

Writing individual statements as bullet points
not only helps to make your answer clearer but
will also help you to ensure that you are making
enough statements to be awarded full marks.
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Question 4 (b) (iii)
A range of responses was seen for this question; some candidates made a good attempt
to describe the changes and then explain them but frequently we saw descriptions only or
accounts of photosynthesis that were not linked to the changes shown in the graph.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a good quality answer, where
the explanation is clearly linked to the description.
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Examiner Comments

Some candidates did as this one and wrote everything
that they knew about the light independent reaction
without actually answering the question.

Examiner Tip

Your response must answer the question. If you
are asked to explain a graph, it must be clear
which part of the graph your explanation refers to.
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Question 5 (b) (ii)
Candidates have clearly learnt the life cycle stages of insects. However, a number of
candidates simply wrote an account of these life cycles and did not actually answer the
question to explain how the actual information given could be used to estimate time of
death.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has scored mark point 4. Although they
clearly know about forensic entomology, they have not
used the information to answer the question.

Examiner Tip

You will not get any marks for simply
writing out the information we have given
you. You must apply the information to
answer the question.
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Examiner Comments

This response scored three marks as they did use the
information given and applied it to the question. We were
looking for some very simple applications e.g. the presence of
empty pupa cases meant that the adult flies had emerged.
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Question 5 (c) (i)
Candidates wrote all sorts of things for this question but many omitted to tell us that
the temperature dropped after time of death. A significant number of candidates did not
appreciate the transition in context between parts b and c, writing about the effect of
temperature on the life cycle of the insects.

Question 5 (c) (ii)
A range of responses were seen for this question with the most common mistake being to
refer to decomposition occurring in stages, without making it clear that the stages occur in a
particular sequence. At the other extreme, some candidates were able to give us some very
colourful and gruesome descriptions of the changes that take place.

Examiner Comments

This is just one example of the vivid descriptions that we saw.
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Question 6 (b) (iii)
The average mark for this question was low.  Despite 'comparison' questions appearing
in both AS and A2 papers and our feedback in examiner reports, candidates are still
approaching questions of this type by writing two descriptions. At A2 we will not piece
candidate's answers together - they have to write pairs of comparative statements to be
awarded the marks.

Examiner Comments

This candidate did attempt to write a comparison but
could not be awarded some of the marks as values from
the x axis were not read accurately enough.

Examiner Tip

You must quote values from the x axis in
any description or comparison that you
write, but they must be correct.
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Examiner Comments

This response is typical of candidates who
wrote two descriptions.

Examiner Tip

When answering a question where you are asked to
compare something, you must write each sentence
to include a matched piece of information for both
things that you have been asked to compare. Do not
write two descriptions.
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Examiner Comments

There were some good comparisons.

Examiner Tip

The use of the word 'whereas' is very useful in
sentences that are making comparisons.
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Question 6 (b) (i-ii)
Question 6(b)(i) was another question where candidates wrote everything they knew about
the topic, initiating an immune response, without actually answering the question to tell us
how vaccines work. Part (ii) saw a range of responses, but candidates rarely used the mark
allocation for this question to give enough information to score all 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

Although part (ii) did score all 3 marks, this response
illustrates how many candidates do not appreciate the
meanings of reliability and validity.

Examiner Tip

You must use the terms reliability and validity
correctly. It is no good writing both in the vague
hope that one will be correct, as the wrong term
will negate the mark for the correct one.
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Examiner Comments

A number of candidates referred to a dead virus being used.

Examiner Tip

Remember that viruses are non-living particles. If they
are not living then they cannot be killed or be dead.
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Examiner Comments

This response illustrates another common mistake in
expression. The vaccine contained the virus not the disease
or the PWMS and certainly not the bacteria.
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Question 6 (b) (iv)
Candidates who thought carefully about the data scored highly in this question.
Unfortunately, many candidates failed to acknowledge the low levels of antibody in the
newborn Group B piglets so did not appreciate that some antibodies must have been passed
on to them from their mothers.

Examiner Comments

This response was typical of candidates who did not read the
stem of the question carefully enough. We saw a number of
descriptions of the data instead of explanations.

Examiner Tip

Before you start writing your answer,
check that you have identified the
question command word correctly.
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Question 7 (a)
This question caused very little problem for the majority of candidates.

Question 7 (b) (i)
The majority of candidates coped well with two thirds of this table; the statement that saw
the most incorrect answers was the second one.

Question 7 (c)
This question scored highly by those candidates that picked out both command words.

Examiner Comments

This response was typical of the weaker
students, who did not pick out both command
words used in this question.

Examiner Tip

Always read the question very carefully and
identify the command words used in the
question. A2 papers frequently contain two
command words within one question and you
must answer both if you are to access full marks.
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Examiner Comments

Although this candidate did pick out both command words,
they omitted to state the times at which the changes occurred.

Examiner Tip

Always make reference to values on the x axis i.e. the
independent variable, when describing data. In this case,
we needed to know the times that the changes occurred.
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Question 7 (d)
A range of responses were seen for this question.

Examiner Comments

This response was too vague to score
marking point 2. The confusion between
validity and reliability meant that neither
mark point 3 or 4 could be awarded.

Examiner Tip

Sort out the meanings of the terms validity and
reliability and always double check that you have used
the right term in the right place. Perhaps learn: validity
of method and reliability of results. Or remember the 3
Rs rule : Reliable Results are Repeated.
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Question 8 (a)
Most candidates made a very good attempt at defining both parts of the term, describing
'double-stranded' separately from 'polynucleotide'.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of some of the excellent responses that we saw.

Examiner Comments

This candidate tried to define both parts, but
unfortunately got confused between nucleotides
and bases; this was not an uncommon mistake.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you understand the difference
between a base and a nucleotide and then read
your answer through carefully to make sure you
have used the right term in the right place.
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Question 8 (b)
Some excellent responses were seen for this question, with the better candidates scoring
full marks easily. This was a QWC question focussing on the clarity of response, so we
were looking for the information to be presented in a logical sequence. This caused few
candidates any problem.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of one of the excellent
responses that we saw.
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Examiner Comments

This response also scored the full five marks, but was a better
response as it included the A2 detail of post-transcriptional
modification.
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Examiner Comments

Not all responses were of such high quality.

Examiner Tip

Do not forget to thoroughly learn all your AS work, as you
can be tested on any topic from either unit 1 or unit 2.
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Paper Summary
Performance on a 6BI04 paper can be improved if candidates can sharpen up on the points
below:
• write the answer in the context of the question, not in generic terms;
• identify the question command word or words. If two command words are used, they
must both be addressed to access full marks;
• in describe and compare questions, always quote values for the independent variables in
your answer and do a calculation (including units);
• when answering compare question, write sentences that include matched points about
each component being compared. Do not write two descriptions;
• revise the AS unit content thoroughly;
• in questions that have been identified as QWC (*) check that your account is logical and
that scientific terms have been spelt correctly.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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